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The Justice System Integrity Division of the Los Angeles County District Attorney's Office has
completed its review of the October 29, 2017, non-fatal shooting of James Ward by Los Angeles
Police Department (LAPD) Sergeant Gregory Probst. It is our conclusion that Sergeant Probst
acted in lawful defense of another.
The District Attorney's Command Center was notified of the shooting on October 29, 2017, at
approximately 3 :47 p.m. The District Attorney Response Team responded and was given a
briefing and a walk-through of the scene.
The following analysis is based on police reports, witness statements, video recordings and
photographs submitted by the LAPD Force Investigation Division (FID), which was tasked with
investigating the case. Sergeant Gregory Probst's compelled statement was considered in this
analysis.
FACTUAL ANALYSIS
On the morning of October 29, 2017, at approximately 11 :35 a.m., Los Angeles County
Department of Mental Health (LACDMH) psychiatric social workers Bruce �nd Dulce
�received a call directing them to respond to-somas Way where they met with
Skyeler W. 1

1somas Way is a one story, single family residence. The front door of the home faces north. The backyard
is located at the south end of the property and is accessible by a walkway on the east side of the property. The
residence has multiple large windows on its exterior walls which make the interior and the exterior of the home
visible. The living room, which can be seen through the open front door of the location, features several large
windows and a glass and wood door which faces the backyard.

Skyeler W. informed them that her husband, James Ward, had been in a "drug induced
psychosis" for approximately two weeks, and had �ranoid and acting irrationally.2 Due to
Ward's conduct, Skyeler had left their residence at-Psomas Way approximately two weeks
pnor.
-and �contacted Ward who was in the front yard at the location. Ward angrily told
them to leave�o Ward's lack of cooperation,
nd S
were unable to conduct
nd S
remained at the location.
an evaluation of Ward's mental health. However,
At approximately 1 :42 p.m., Sherry R., a mutual friend of Skyeler W. and Ward, called 9-1-1
and asked for police assistance. 3 Sherry told the dispatcher that Ward was paranoid, under the
influence of narcotics, belligerent and a danger to himself and others.
At approximately 1 :45 p.m., the LAPD communications division placed a broadcast requesting
that officers meet -nd G-t Ward's residence.4 Several officers from the LAPD
eventually respond� location including Officers Kaoru Suzuki, Miguel Lara, Eduardo
Rios, Christopher Walker, and Sergeant Calvin You. Suzuki and Lara were the first officers to
arrive at the scene.
The officers gathered infonnation from Skyeler W., S�nd G-egarding Ward's
condition, current drug use and his past history of drug induced psychosis including the prior
episode in Oklahoma wherein Ward had resisted arrest and had led officers on a pursuit. They
learned that Ward had also been violent with officers in the past. Skyeler W. also stated that
Ward had been punching holes in the walls of the residence with a knife. However, she did not
believe that he was a threat to himself or anyone else.
Based on the infonnation they gathered, the officers fonnulated a plan to approach Ward safely,
communicate with him and, if necessary, detain him. The officers positioned themselves on
Psomas Way near the west end of Ward's residence and called Ward's cell phone.
Almost simultaneously, Ward exited the front gate at-Psomas Way and yelled that he
would kill the officers if they came into his residence. Suzuki calmly explained to Ward that he
was not in trouble and that they simply wanted to ask him some questions.
Ward picked up a clump of grass and dirt, threw it towards the officers and then ran back into the
home. From inside, Ward continued yelling at the officers to leave and again warned that he
2

James Ward's parents-called the LACDMH after being infonned by Skyeler W. that
Ward was experiencing �ard's parents infom1ed the LACDMH dispatcher that Ward was
acting paranoid and engaging in bizarre conduct such as starting small fires and destroying the interior of his home.
Skyeler W. informed �nd S-that Ward had previously suffered from drug induced psychosis in
Oklahoma in 2014, and was arrested by the police after leading them on a pursuit and resisting arrest.
3 � and her husband Jerry were friends ofSkyeler W. and James Ward. Both were present when S-and
�net with Skyeler W.; Sherry and Jerry were aware of Ward's belligerent and erratic drug induce�ior.
Jerry also told Officer Miguel Lara that Ward had access to a knife. Sherry and Jerry declined to be interviewed by
the LAPD after Ward was taken into custody.
4
The broadcast described Ward as possibly suffering from mental illness, paranoid, hallucinating and as being
under the influence of narcotics.
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